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A military end state may be a good servant for the construct of an operation, but it is an inappropriate
master for describing campaigning’s relation to policy aims.
– Sage Paraprosdokian

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen. Joseph Dunford publicly and frequently expresses his
frustration with the legacy joint phasing construct (Phases 0–V) for organizing joint force actions across
theaters.1 2 Gen. Dunford’s comments echo other national security officials’ conclusions, but a deeper
problem beyond the notion of phasing resides within professional joint literature. Doctrine misses the
art of connecting the use of force with the force’s use in competitive and wartime statecraft. To a casual
reader, joint doctrine presents an imposing, seemingly comprehensive and authoritative expression of
joint force principles and processes. In general, doctrine’s characterizations of employing military force
throughout its primary publications are thematic.3 While much of the content is indeed worthwhile,
joint literature is not necessarily precise or sufficient in explaining utilization of the force. Most of these
doctrinal themes reinforce sound principles, but a few perpetuate incomplete and obsolete ideas from
the early 1990s. One case in point is doctrine’s overlapping articulation of campaigns and major
operations, as well as their associated objectives. These shortfalls weaken our professional
methodologies and models for attaining outcomes.
Currently, doctrine describes applications of military force through a hierarchy of larger to
smaller military actions. Through this hierarchy, the prose explains the nature and purpose of different
types of joint operations.4 This method is sensible, but doctrine does not articulate meaningful
differences between a campaign and a major operation. Additionally, joint doctrine provides a weak
description of the differences between operational and strategic objectives. In the aggregate, joint
doctrine’s overriding theme is major operations and campaigns are mostly the same, creating an
intellectual gap between policy and the configuration of joint activities used to pursue the policy. Joint
doctrine blurs differences between these two terms in several ways. First, doctrine defines each term
with the same purpose. Second, within those nearly synonymous definitions, joint publications use
imprecise and undefined nomenclature. Third, doctrine articulates the crafting of both campaigns and
major operations are primarily the purview of a commander. Fourth, the legacy ideas within doctrine
have “pushed up” tactical and operational constructs and associated terminology to levels that exceed
their meaning, capacity, and utility.5 Finally, doctrine states campaigns and operations accomplish
similar goals and conclude in similar manners. The overall effect is joint doctrine pulls the idea of a
campaign toward tactics when it should ensure the function of campaigning connects to policy and
highlights the joint forces’ contributions to statecraft.
As such, joint doctrine and formal instruction may not provide the appropriate planning logic
and language to inform and implement the campaigning efforts we need and the current national
strategies demand. The sanguine news is a philosophical correction across the joint doctrine and
concepts communities is underway and substantive change is ongoing. Soon, there will be a relevant
and believable framework and composition. This change is essential as the current beliefs surrounding
legacy planning are insufficient. Although pointed in places, this appraisal is a genuine paean to the
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communities’ willingness to brush aside obsolete ideas and face the realities of the contemporary
environment. It is an exciting time to be involved in doctrine and concept development. The emerging
rewrite of Joint Publication 1, Doctrine for the Armed Forces of the United States, along with the
imminent updates to Joint Publication 5-0, Joint Planning and Joint Publication 3-0, Joint Operations
offer great potential. Previously, the maturing joint and service concepts informed the strategic
guidance, and they are now guiding the future doctrine and planning philosophy. The following
examination highlights a few shortcomings the effort seeks to address.
Overlapping Definitions. The current JP 1 associates both major operations and campaigns with
large-scale combat and JP 3-0 categorizes campaigns and major operations as “Large-Scale Combat
Operations.”6 By definition, both accomplish operational and strategic objectives. Doctrine describes
campaigns as the most extensive of all joint operations, emphasizing differentiation of scale and
duration.7 The thematic expression throughout doctrine and the traditional definitions of a campaign
and campaign plan “is a [plan for a] series of related major operations aimed at achieving strategic and
operational objectives within a given time and space.”8 Therefore, a campaign or the act of campaigning
is dependent upon the definitions of a major operation, an operational objective, and a strategic
objective. Similarly, doctrine defines a major operation as “a series of tactical actions (battles,
engagements, strikes) conducted by combat forces.”9 In the same manner, doctrine states a major
operation’s purpose is “to achieve strategic and operational objectives.” These two definitions are
redundant as their purposes are essentially verbatim. The issue is campaigning is much more than a
bundling of major operations, and an individual major operation rarely accomplishes the entirety of an
operational-level goal, much less delivers the intended political goal. Furthermore, doctrine defines
battles, engagements, and strikes as tactical actions occurring in combat.10 Therefore, joint doctrine
relationally ties both campaigns and major operations to the realm of armed conflict, constraining the
quality of both terms.11
Next, the definition of a campaign associates the attainment of objectives within a given time
interval and space. Although joint doctrine has a general acknowledgment of multiple domains, its
appreciation of “space” is limited. Its use is nearly synonymous with “place” or a geographic area. At
best, doctrine touches on space in the context of freedom to decide and synchronize action. This
oversight is unfortunate as adversarial behaviors can unfold across a multitude of spaces. Regarding
time, a particular interval does not always define a campaigning effort. In many instances, actual
durations are only identifiable in retrospect. Thus, assumptions regarding time do not necessarily make
for a good metric in defining campaigning. Finally, a major operation might consist of only direct combat
actions, but campaigning must account for many more military capabilities and facets of international
relations than just arranging a big battle. For example, while campaigning through cooperation with
partners and allies, both commanders and diplomats normally have to manage relationships with
dozens of other countries, with each state having distinct peculiarities.
Imprecise and Undefined Terms. Joint doctrine repeatedly describes campaigns and major
operations as similar applications of the joint force in conditions of armed conflict. In a bit of a
contradiction, JP 3-0 inserts an obtuse caveat stating campaigns and major operations can also be
noncombat operations as well. JP 3-0 differentiates the two from other noncombat operations through
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a summary of size and duration. Joint doctrine provides only a general explanation of how these
definitive combat operations tie to noncombat policy goals, partly because joint doctrine does not
define noncombat operations either. In or out of combat, a more accurate portrayal is the joint force
can campaign against a broad array of antagonists’ actions in many contested spaces beyond the
constraints of geography. Samples include subjects such as disinformation, perception, legitimacy,
criminality, coercion, cyber intrusion, and political subversion. Furthermore, the joint force campaigns
against antagonists in more conditions than just high-stakes armed conflict. Patterns of campaigning
include countering nuanced uses of military force along with other elements of state power short of
war, and while consolidating gains as an inherent aspect of waging warfare. Finally, the joint force
campaigns to maintain conditions favorable to US interests in the re-characterized competitions that
arise in the long aftermath of armed conflict.
A Cascading and Detrimental Effect. As doctrine provides a weak divide between campaigns
and operations, it similarly fails to make a definitional distinction between operational and strategic
objectives.12 The result is the terms are open to broad interpretation. For instance, their use in the
Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (DODDMAT) conflates definitions
and in the Unified Joint Task List (UJTL) and confuses the development of standards for mission essential
tasks.13 For many important definitions, the DODDMAT defines a term’s purpose as to “accomplish
operational and strategic objectives” or to “accomplish strategic objectives within theaters or [other]
operational areas.”14 The most troubling aspect is the assertion of a strategic objective physically
“existing” within a boundary of our choosing. This description is not always accurate. The broader point
is these terms and definitions are key. Each term should have accurate and precise meanings. In some
sections, the UJTL describes strategic objectives as physical entities the joint force targets. Within other
tasks, the joint force supposedly maneuvers against operational and strategic objectives as if they are
both tied to a specific piece of geography. In a few sections, UJTL tasks suggest the idea of a strategic
objective is synonymous with the pursuits of statecraft. These detrimental aspects within the UJTL may
even affect readiness reporting; therefore, they can ultimately skew policy decisions.
Beyond a Commander’s Purview. A significant difference between the art of campaigning and
the act of executing major operations is a question over the key figures that drive the process. According
to Janine Davidson and her team, emerging or violent crises can generate continual journalistic
headlines which eventually influence domestic US politics. As demand for US action builds, the civilian
leadership will want to examine a breadth of alternative approaches with an associated range of
possible outcomes for each. Unfortunately, a traditional commander-centric military planning process
ultimately seeks a single viable course of action for a focused operation. This process is well-suited for
tactical action but lacks utility within a spiral civilian-military dialogue that’s associated with policy
choice development and corresponding campaign design. In reality, the civilian leadership will rarely
begin deliberations armed with the omniscient knowledge and conviction to declare the desired future
regarding a specific circumstance. Therefore, the civilian-military interaction must first develop a
foundational set of considerations. After understanding the opportunities, costs, and risks different
styles of interventions might carry, then the civilian leadership can build toward an approach that can
achieve favorable results.15
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In contrast, doctrinal courses of action can orient more on military accomplishment than
formulation or implementation of policy. “Actual iteration can only begin once civilian policymakers and
military advisors have had a more fundamental conversation” above and beyond the expressed purview
of a commander and the scope of the joint operational planning process.16 17 However, joint doctrine
describes the idea of a commander as the central figure in the creativity and application of operational
art. The military planning surrounding operational art assumes the commander is previously vested with
the overall authority, responsibility, and accountability for a specific military mission. For any operation
in line with existing policy guidance, this is normally the arrangement. However, campaign artistry—the
act of developing strategic guidance, putting it in motion, and continually pursuing the aim—unfolds a
few levels higher than joint doctrine’s description of exercising operational art and the circle of
responsibility includes more military and civilian officials than just the commander.18 Ultimately, the
commander may be the conductor of a campaigning effort, but never the sole composer.
Military End State: The Vanishing Point. The current lexicon leans heavily on the idea of a
military end state to describe the ideal conclusion of both operations and campaigns. Moreover, joint
doctrine characterizes the term as a point of primary accomplishment. One doctrinal theme running
throughout the joint publications is attaining a military end state invariably leads to a favorable political
situation. However, the description of how this occurs is ambiguous. What is clear is an unrealistic
expectation of a transition of responsibility to another enterprise. The contrived notion of a military end
state provides a poor articulation of success and a worse indicator of conclusion relative to a policy
outcome. This flawed element of operational design creates an intellectual void within joint doctrine’s
description of the military’s contribution to a particular policy and the follow-through required to realize
its purpose. In fact, the artificiality of a military end state almost singlehandedly distorts and corrupts
our understanding of the relationships between policy/strategy, campaigning, operations, and
objectives.
Consolidating and maintaining gains is an integral part of campaigning. It requires a continuing
opportunity cost of military effort. Any notion of completeness or resolution suggested by a military end
state can be completely irrelevant. Ironically, a military end state may be a good servant for the
construct of an individual operation, but it makes for an inappropriate master for describing
campaigning’s relation to policy aims. This notable difference is in stark contrast to joint doctrine’s
current commentary on either term. By orienting on a military end state, campaign artistry can miss the
magnitude and attributes of effort required to achieve the appropriate measures of success, translate
success into political outcomes, and prepare for future repercussions. Moreover, focusing on shortsighted notions of achievement can mask risks inherently associated with the known patterns of armed
conflict. History documents that “military establishments repeatedly find that war’s aftermath comes
with its own set of unique and lasting consequences for both the victor and vanquished as clear
conclusion and finality are elusive.”19 It should come as no surprise at this point, but joint doctrine does
not define military end state, and yet the influence of this flawed term resides throughout every joint
publication.
Conclusions and Overtures. By classifying campaigns and major operations in a similar and
overlapping manner, joint doctrine dilutes and obfuscates the meaning and utility of both terms. Just as
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the community should not confuse aspects of statecraft and the implementation of policy with tactics,
we should not view campaigning as synonymous with operations. Future doctrine should eliminate the
thematic vice versa descriptions of the two. Additionally, the joint community should not be satisfied
with a lack of clear definitions for operational and strategic objectives. This oversight further obfuscates
an understanding of the differences between campaigning and operations. Furthermore, the joint
community should have a comprehensive appreciation of when, where, how, and in what circumstances
the joint force may campaign. The joint force’s current and future capability to campaign across not only
armed conflict, but varying conditions is a vital element of national power.20 In the future, a policy shift
might direct the joint force to campaign in a manner and expectation the current models and definitions
do not reflect at all. Therefore, this appraisal offers a few overtures for consideration.
Espy: Clarifying Campaigning from Operating. The joint force’s doctrine should articulate
campaigning as the activities and instruments that orchestrate a broad range of simultaneous actions
within and between multiple combatant commands. These actions, in concert with other elements of
power, not only pursue policy aims but anticipate a future beyond those goals as well. These actions
include many service-component operations, joint operations, and continual alignment of military
actions with interagency and allied efforts of sufficient scope and scale to achieve and secure the
desired outcomes. No less important, major operations synchronize tactical capabilities and conclude in
military terms, which should build toward but are far short of the desired political conditions.
The genesis of campaigning occurs in the viscous space between the strategic discussion,
evolving policy, and operational-level processes. The selection of the arrangement, implementation,
adaptation, and follow-through of campaigning is usually the overall choice of policymakers. Typically,
the commander is just one of many trusted figures providing input along with other senior civilian and
military leaders serving as both advisors and integrators. In the end, policymakers, both inside and
outside the Department of Defense determine the primary blueprint of the policy and help steer the
effort.21 However, as a measure of useful overlap, military and civilian leaders together form an
undivided interest in accomplishing the intent of the policy. An effective and continual civilian-military
dialogue guides the process, not purely military decision making and execution orders. Policy revisions
or shifts drive campaigning’s progression, modification, and scoping. On some occasions, policy drives
campaigning efforts to seek broad, transregional, or even global achievement, requiring many more
parallel actions and substantially more diverse operational-level objectives. Policymakers, normally
advised by their senior diplomatic, military, and intelligence leaders, determine when the campaigning
effort has reached a point of diminishing necessity relative to political calculus. Normally, these
decisions occur over many years and appear as methodical transitions. In the most successful examples,
the United States maintains enduring relationships and joint force presence.
Campaigning centers on a deep understanding of shifting circumstances and orients on policy
outcomes, not adherence to idealistic phases or flimsy force planning scenarios.22 In the context of
appreciating art of all types, there is a perpetual discussion about negative and positive space. “Positive
space refers to the subject itself, the flower vase in a painting or the structure of a sculpture. Negative
space is what is left around, between, and within the subjects.”23 Together they constitute the total
form or an environment.24 However, these spaces are not always self-evident. Skilled artists can employ
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negative space to create illusions. The most sophisticated artists can purposefully blend spaces to create
an almost indistinguishable arrangement, veiling the subject’s meaning or dispersing its signature.
Similarly, competent adversaries are equally capable of manipulating spaces and environments in
pursuit of their interests. In many cases, veiled narratives lead the nuanced use of diplomacy and force
within these manipulations. Campaign artistry must recognize the subject, its complex surroundings, and
all the sophisticated measures levied against both.25 26 As for the burr in the defense community’s
saddle, the legacy phasing construct, it focuses on none of these aspects. Its faulty orientation is
inward.27 28 Legacy phasing offers a seductive story for the novice practitioner. However, the model and
terminology do not account for what is necessary to vividly imagine how to successfully campaign
through the simultaneous circumstances of cooperation, competition, and armed conflict as
experienced throughout history.29 30 31
An effective campaign framework is a function of integrating principles organized around a
prevailing logic of what is truly required to prevail against the subject and why it should succeed in the
face of uncertain reality.32 The artist’s language must provide for precise expressions for the logic’s use
of force. The seminal crux of the logic is empathizing with adversaries and identifying their actions’ real
causes, incentives, aspirations, key enablers, and mechanics of manifestation. This comprehension
provides deep insights and appreciation for the antagonist’s calculus and decision making. The insights
enable campaign artistry to account for all the adversary’s foundational factors driving decisions. The
recognition of these factors enables campaign arrangement to parse those key elements and synthesize
the necessary behaviors and conditions the joint force must create to confound and collapse the
adversary’s pursuits. Additionally, this identification provides a basis to inoculate valued interests from
the adversarial actions’ harmful effects. Alternatively, when the artists’ campaign design does not center
on this rationale, the first steps can lead straight toward failure. When we take action uninformed by an
empathetic perspective, we may not address the adversary’s true motivations or sources of power.
Although the actions may seem like a stroke of genius or based on a previous successful experience, the
adversary might not understand US actions. The misinterpretation can reinforce the adversary’s greatest
fears regarding our intentions. On the other hand, when we act out of poor context, the adversary can
also perceive the measures as irrelevant or meaningless. The result can be a completely ineffective use
of force that reinforces the adversary’s ambition or leads to dramatic miscalculation and unthinkable
escalation.33 34 Currently, joint planning does not have an appreciation of empathy or describe the
importance of an empathetic perspective as a factor of campaign design.
Thorough campaign composition weaves each aspect of the logic in the context of the evolving
political ends in mind; therefore, continual adaptation is critical. Over the course of protracted armed
conflict, the campaigning effort is typically a function of ebbs and flows of offensives, stalemates, and
counteroffensives. Normally this form of campaigning is characterized by surprise, violent interaction,
failure, and sustained adaptation. The resulting military success and political accomplishment are
normally consummated and enforced through an occupation if not annexation by the victor.
Alternatively, accomplishing policy can require a campaigning effort to orchestrate a kaleidoscopic array
of nuanced, subtle, and even virtual activities. In contrast to doctrine’s narrow descriptions,
campaigning to attain policy aims might not include a focused, decisive aspect seeking to break the will
of an adversary. Additionally, campaigning’s necessities can require the employment of hundreds of
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smaller military and nonmilitary efforts implemented and adjusted over long durations. Moreover,
campaigning may consist of directing thousands of informational and virtual actions occurring far
beyond any notion of a geographical area of operations. This style of campaigning provides new
meanings to an offensive or counteroffensive and defies the current conceptions of conventional and
irregular warfare. Finally, campaigning may compose variegated movements of drastic economic
measures blended with focused diplomatic efforts and enabled with credible military force. These
activities might have to be successful across several regions and multiple domains to meet goals of
statecraft. Regarding political results, whether in circumstances of cooperation, competition, or
protracted armed conflict, joint doctrine should designate campaigning as decisive only in the aggregate
and when it achieves policy's overarching aims for the use of force and provides a footing to
accommodate future circumstances. Any other articulation of success such as a “military end state” falls
short of the mark.35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47
On the other hand, an operation’s conception is in the mind’s eye of a commander. A single
operation should be subordinate to the overall logic of the campaigning effort. Most individual
operations are tactical actions which orient on accomplishing essential tasks. Individual operations are
typically sequential and unfold by phases or branches as crafted by a commander. A commander may
select two or ten phases to support his or her vision of mission command and appraisal of the situation.
The legacy construct’s “cookie-cutter” phases and their descriptions are rarely germane to the specifics
of an individual joint or service-component operation.48 Alternatively, the phasing of discrete operations
remains an important control measure. By doctrine, operations seek to conclude in terms of a
commander’s mission-specific end states, but even this is incomplete. In reality, operations culminate
and then transition to the next operation. The accomplishments of a single operation (major or
otherwise) rarely equate to the entirety of an operational objective and much less deliver on one of the
policy’s aims. The fault lay in joint doctrine’s use of tactical phasing to broadly describe a model of an
entire episode of dynamic, challenging, and uncertain armed conflict. Legacy phasing makes armed
conflict seem predictable and predestined. This poor conception of warfare has caged our thinking for
over two decades. According to Eliot Cohen, “The orderliness is absurd. . . . In practice, nothing like so
orderly a process can or does take place.”49
In armed conflict, successful individual operations incrementally advance or make progress
toward intermediate goals. As calculated as Operation Overlord was, chaotic as the Ardennes
Counteroffensive was, and as consequential as the Citadel/Kutuzov Offensive-Counteroffensive was,
they were all subordinate to the greater Allied campaigning effort and wartime approach to the
European Theater. These actions were all “phased” or sequenced—two deliberately and the other
improvisationally. Each offensive culminated favorably with temporary gains, but far short of the war’s
aims. The real virtue of phasing is in aiding tactical control and providing a template for determining if
the action unfolds by design. In hindsight, a historian or military researcher might be able to point to
some moment of a military end state to these individual operations. However, building an operation
toward that artificial notion is contrary to the logic and principles of operational continuity. What
matters most for these actions and other consequential offensives, such as Operation Watchtower in
the Solomon Islands and thwarting the Japanese attack at Midway, is not some notion of “ending,” but
adapting. Adapting is characterized by preparing for the threat’s reaction, adjusting to the recent
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experience, consolidating the gains, and transitioning to a follow-on offensive or other appropriate
action. As such, none of these historic offensives mirror or mimic the legacy phasing construct.
Understanding these historical norms and moorings takes nothing away from the functional utility of
campaigning or an individual joint operation. In fact, joint doctrine should describe the twenty-first
century’s versions of these types of clashes between capable adversaries. Overall, the function of
campaigning comprises the joint force’s entire odyssey throughout a demanding and uncertain exercise
of competitive or wartime statecraft. In relation to campaigning, an individual joint operation is only a
single brushstroke across a massive canvas or string pluck within a vast symphony. The two functions are
distinct, but essential for the practical pursuit and achievement of policy.
Delineate: Contrasting Operational from Strategic Objectives. Operational and strategic
objectives exist within the same universe and should relate to one another, but they are uniquely
different. First of all, operational objectives can be animate (behavioral) or inanimate
(territorial/conditional). Joint doctrine does not make a distinction between the two, but successful
campaigning requires careful development and accomplishment of both. When accounting for all the
factors surrounding the circumstance, campaign artistry interprets requirements and cascades out from
the prevailing logic to formulate a guide or “tree” within the conceptual construct for specific and
informed applications of force. Operational objectives build out from the reasoning. As a result, what
emerges and matures is a coherent suite or constellation of prerequisite and intermediate operational
goals which provide focus and flexibility for military and military-supported actions. In following the
logic, campaign artistry links and arranges capabilities across the construct to accomplish the
operational goals or objectives. However, rapid adaptation to failure and exploitation of success can
drive numerous military revisions and changes in prioritization to the array of operational objectives.
Regarding the contested interests at stake, successful progression in pursuing operational objectives
validates or contradicts the campaign’s rationale, and advances and expands leverage, partnerships,
opportunity, and the guiding narrative. Regarding the enemy, operational progress temporarily
constrains their actions, complicates and stymies their choices, and shrinks their relevant influence,
relationships, capability, and credibility.
On the other hand, strategic objectives can be best described as varying and elastic political
values, not necessarily physical entities as alluded to by the UJTL.50 51 The adversaries' opposing values
do not necessarily exist within a designated theater, although their obvious manifestations usually do.
Therefore, the keys to attaining our strategic objectives and their challenges can exist thousands of
miles away within a small locus of power or reside as disaggregated sentiment spread across several
continents, created and maintained through deft uses of information. Therefore, some of these values
are not necessarily subject to or advanced by direct target or attack within operational-level boundaries.
Effective campaigning must reach beyond current notions of theaters and regions to orient on and
account for what drives the competition or armed conflict. Otherwise, the campaigning effort may only
address symptoms.
Collectively, the strategic objectives—or better yet the political values—describe the desired
outcomes. However, political values are rarely fixed or static. They exist in beta-like form. These values
evolve as a function of the gravity of the interests, stakes at risk, political calculus, compromise, and
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ambition. Any particular value will have strong advocacy across different parts of the United States
government. As campaigning typically includes more than one strategic objective, these values exist
within a contentious hierarchy. Therefore, internal competition between these values creates constant
tension regarding prioritization. Historically, the prioritization can become politicized and therefore
overwhelm sage operational priorities. This tension can be especially apparent when there is little
identifiable progress toward any of the values, no matter how seemingly valid the joint force prosecutes
actions along the campaigning efforts’ multiple paths. This tension between values can be just as
evident with dramatic and unanticipated success as well. In this occurrence, the number and magnitude
of political values may expand. The historical risk in these cases is overreach. In other instances, dire or
unanticipated operational circumstances can serve to rearrange the priority of the intended values.
Orienting on these values requires a multidisciplinary approach, sophisticated organizing framework,
and precise terminology for campaigning.
Transcend: Recognizing the Artistic Relationship between Agile Campaign Logic, Operations,
and Objectives. The formulation of policy goals and corresponding campaign design is not the sole
purview of military officials. However, one of the commander’s central roles is assimilating the
aggregate desired political values and translating them into the campaign’s foundational
concept/construct in a manner the joint force can understand and organize to achieve them.
As the campaign’s logic cures, it informs considerations for revisions of the initial political values
via the civil-military dialogue. Invariably, the political values will expand, morph, or re-order themselves
based on surprise, miscalculation, failure, and adaptation. Over the demanding course of both
competitive and wartime offensives, stalemates, and counteroffensives, agile campaigning logic
responds throughout execution. The reasoning continuously guides appropriate modifications of the
operational-level objectives and redirects operations as necessary. Within this dynamic universe, the
essence of campaign artistry is in creating, connecting, and revising the operational-level activities to
meet the shifting contested environment and morphing hierarchy of strategic objectives. Current
doctrine repeatedly highlights that logic “is” the sequencing of action, but this interpretation is
incomplete. The idea of sequencing is a subordinate function or output of the prevailing logic. A
campaign artist’s savoir faire is in continually critiquing and maintaining the prevailing logic as to why
the campaigning approach will ultimately succeed despite continual change, pressure, and tension
between the strategic and operational objectives, the risk posed by the adversary, and the long-term
repercussions of success. Regarding success, campaign artistry orients on attaining statecraft's aims and
anticipates the future challenges which will emerge as a result. Overall, the prevailing logic should
provide a convincing level of conviction and confidence for the approach. In due course, the astute and
venerable commander, armed with healthy relationships with other military advisors and policymakers,
may be in the best position to see, feel, and understand these tensions and maintain the logic’s
relevance and rectitude. In the best expressions of campaign artistry, the composer, conductor, and
ensemble perform as one.
Summary. Joint doctrine should adequately define and distinguish between fundamental terms
as much of joint literature centers around campaigning and operations. However, up to now, we have
been sloppy and sought to describe each with the same stroke of the pen. Much is the same for their
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associated objectives. A great deal of legacy doctrine seeks to justify ersatz end states, while in reality
the term is meaningless. The professional literature on campaigning should orient on valued outcomes,
while individual operations should focus on accomplishing interim objectives. Right now, doctrine does
not make these specific points clear. In summary, joint doctrine masks their important differences and
meanings. The forthcoming adaptations to the primary joint publications should provide a clear
doctrinal separation between campaigning and operations as well as differentiating operational from
strategic objectives. Fortunately, correcting these flaws requires only modest reforms. Both the JP 3-0
and JP 5-0 updates could add more clarity to this shortcoming. This clarity would further enhance each
term’s utility and function. As an institution, the joint force and its leadership are far more enlightened
than the archaic models and conceptions of waging warfare still clinging to legacy doctrine and
professional military education. For example, the 2017 National Security Strategy and the Summary of
the 2018 National Defense Strategy do not include any mention of end states or phases. Many joint
organizations have moved beyond the poor logic and ahistorical nature of these artifacts.
Future doctrine should emphasize how the joint force accomplishes the purpose of the use of
force—with and without war. For example, the community is developing a Joint Doctrine Note (JDN) for
the “cooperation, competition, and armed conflict” framework. In the near future, the community may
consider a JDN specifically for campaigning which would identify the logic, factors of campaign design,
and relevant terminology for campaigning in competition. Additionally, the doctrine and concept
communities should complete the eradication of the legacy phasing construct as a conception of
warfare. Finally, we must appreciate the great difference between cumulative military achievement and
overall political success. Historically, the joint force must contribute toward both or neither occurs.52 For
example, at the top of his game, Napoleon preferred to offer generous, but intertwining terms
reinforced by both soft and hard power in order to make his strategic accomplishments enduring.
During his demise, he mistook military accomplishment for political victory.53 In describing another era,
Niccolò Machiavelli’s themes in Discourses on Livy suggest that the victor must deliberately choose to be
cruel or kind to the defeated adversary, but the mentality of “end state,” and for that matter “exit
strategy,” promotes poor and ruinous political half measures.54 These half measures are historically
insufficient to confront the re-characterized competitions that emerge as a consequence of even the
most successful examples of armed conflict. Machiavelli’s interpretation of Roman virtue may not be
post-bellum's best reference, but here he makes a good point on the deliberate calculation of follow
through. As a part of the ongoing reformation of joint doctrine, maybe it is time to review and compare
the utility of what Edward Luttwak first introduced in 1980 as the “operational level of war” with our
current interpretations and definitions as to their correct alignment and association with statecraft and
achieving the aims of policy.55

This article is dedicated to the imagination and creativity of future planning.
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